Here we present a method for determining the inference of nonnative conformations in the folding of a small domain, ␣-spectrin Src homology 3 domain. This method relies on the preservation of all native interactions after Tyr͞Phe exchanges in solvent-exposed, contact-free positions. Minor changes in solvent exposure and free energy of the denatured ensemble are in agreement with the reverse hydrophobic effect, as the Tyr͞Phe mutations slightly change the polypeptide hydrophilic͞hydrophobic balance. Interestingly, more important Gibbs energy variations are observed in the transition state ensemble (TSE). Considering the small changes induced by the H͞OH replacements, the observed energy variations in the TSE are rather notable, but of a magnitude that would remain undetected under regular mutations that alter the folded structure free energy. Hydrophobic residues outside of the folding nucleus contribute to the stability of the TSE in an unspecific nonlinear manner, producing a significant acceleration of both unfolding and refolding rates, with little effect on stability. These results suggest that sectors of the protein transiently reside in non-native areas of the landscape during folding, with implications in the reading of values from protein engineering experiments. Contrary to previous proposals, the principle that emerges is that non-native contacts, or conformations, could be beneficial in evolution and design of some fast folding proteins.
S
tudies of in vitro folding, especially protein engineering experiments (1), performed on several proteins have provided an increasing amount of kinetic and thermodynamic information that is now becoming ready for compiling and systematic analysis (2, 3) . Experimentally obtained ‡-U H2O (where ‡ is TSE, U is unfolded) values (1) , which summarize the mutagenesis effects on protein folding, are used to improve simple potentials that attempt to model folding landscapes. Because of the computational difficulty in contemplating non-native interactions and other effects, the physical parameters determined by simple models could be biased until realistic contributions of the many factors affecting apparent ‡-U H2O values are considered. A large proportion of the ‡-U H2O values lie in the range 0 Ͻ ‡-U H2O Ͻ 1, expected for a partially condensed native structure (2) . This finding, together with the relative success of simple structure-based models (4) (5) (6) (7) , suggests that there is a bias toward native interactions in the folding reaction. Non-native interactions are, however, detected in some representations of transition states (8, 9) . Experimentally, non-native contacts could be identified by ‡-U H2O values negative or larger than unity. Such noncanonical ‡-U H2O values are obtained in a non-negligible fraction of examined positions: 18% of 192 mutations for seven different proteins (2) . Also non-native contacts and conformations could be masked under ‡-U H2O values in the range from 0 to 1, but their contribution is extremely difficult to establish. Additionally, it recently has been illustrated that negative ‡-U H2O values also may arise from multiple transition states (10) . Considering that ‡-U H2O values are one of the most valuable experimental parameters to be used in testing, tuning, and improvement of potential functions of theoretical folding models, it seems crucial to discern to what extent observed ‡-U H2O values could be the result of phenomena different from the progressive acquisition of the native form.
Here we introduce a strategy to assess the effect of non-native interactions in the folding of a protein. To do so, it is particularly important to avoid the disruption, or creation, of interactions in the native conformation that could affect the denatured-native energy gap, thus altering the folding driving force. There are some previous attempts to experimentally explore the consequences of the induction of non-native secondary structure propensities in certain regions of proteins (11, 12) . Results obtained in those examples are, however, obscured by the fact that pivotal native interactions are simultaneously eliminated, thus altering folding energetics by several means. The impact of the mutations in the fully folded state could be minimized if they eliminate highly exposed polar groups that hold no contact with any other protein moiety. Protein groups that are equally exposed to the solvent in the native, denatured, and partially folded species, relevant for the folding reaction, should neither contribute to nor detract from stability of native state or transition state ensemble (TSE), because the change in accessible surface area (⌬ASA F-U and ⌬ASA ‡-U , where F is folded, U is unfolded, and ‡ is TSE) is zero. On the other hand, some nonpolar side chains may be less exposed to the solvent in the denatured than in the native state. In this case, the protein would be destabilized because the ⌬ASA F-U is negative (reverse hydrophobic effect, ref. 13) . Similarly, if the apolar side chain is more buried in the TSE than in the unfolded state (⌬⌬ASA ‡-U Ͼ 0), the refolding rate should be faster.
We have chosen to operate Tyr͞Phe mutations in solventexposed positions of ␣-spectrin Src homology 3 (SH3) domain. The OH͞H replacement occurs in a location remote from the residue backbone, so that shifts in local structural tendencies, in the mutation sites, are not expected, as would be the case for Ala͞Ser mutations. Thus, the methodology explored here preserves all of the native contacts, simultaneously introducing small hydrophilic͞hydrophobic switches.
of algorithms provided by Biologic, from which k obs , the apparent rate constant at a given concentration of denaturant, was calculated. The cis-trans Pro isomerization slow refolding phase is not considered in this analysis.
Determination of the Kinetic and Thermodynamic Parameters: Chevron Plots. The constant k obs versus [urea] was then fitted to a two-state kinetic model by the following equation, which takes into account deviations from linearity at high [urea] (17) .
where k ‡-U and k ‡-F are the refolding and unfolding rate constants in water, respectively. m ‡-U and m ‡-F are the slopes of ln k versus [urea] in the refolding and unfolding reactions, respectively. The 0.014 M Ϫ2 prefactor accounts for the curvature found for a large number of unstable SH3 mutants (18) . ⌬⌬G F-U (the destabilization energy induced by the mutation, where ⌬G is the Gibbs energy change) can be calculated and dissected into its components, ⌬⌬G ‡-U and ⌬⌬G ‡-F, from:
Results
Mutational Strategy. Tyr͞Phe substitutions have been done on the ␣-spectrin SH3 domain. This 62-residue polypeptide folds into an orthogonal ␤-sandwich (19) and follows a two-state transition at low ionic strength (20) . Local propensities (21) and the denatured state under near-native conditions (22, 23) , as well as the folding nucleus (24) , have been previously characterized. The ␣-spectrin SH3 domain contains three Tyr residues (Y13, Y15, and Y57, with side-chain hydroxyl group solvent accessibility of 99%, 15%, and 98%, respectively) and a Phe residue (F52 with a solvent accessibility of 72% for its C atom). Thus, Y13, F52, and Y57 seem to be appropriate targets for the Tyr͞Phe mutational screening. To increase the number of markers, we also selected, by visual inspection, other positions occupied by hydrophilic, solvent-exposed residues, amenable to Tyr͞Phe mutations. K18, K27, and K59 were selected (C atoms show an accessibility of 87%, 97%, and 81%, respectively). A model of the protein with Phe residues in the seven indicated positions is shown in Fig. 1 . No bumps are introduced by Lys͞Phe mutations and the locations and orientations of the Phe ring appear to be appropriate, in principle, for convenient solvation of the hydroxyl group of tyrosines occupying these sites. The selected residues probe different regions of the protein, in terms of secondary structure and overall spatial distribution. Previous studies have shown that key residues in the folding of SH3 domains are concentrated mainly in the region corresponding to the distal hairpin (18, 26) . Of the residues considered here, only F52 shows a significantly high ‡-U H2O value, whereas positions 13, 18, 27, 57, and 59 do not seem to contribute substantially to the stability of the ''folding nucleus.'' After some preliminary mutant analysis, only four of the six potential positions (Y13, K18, Y57, and K59) were selected for the final survey of single and multiple Tyr͞Phe screening. The other two residues, K27 and F52, were discarded. Fig. 2 Top and Table 1 illustrate the influence of single, double, and triple Lys͞Tyr-Phe substitutions. A single Lys͞Tyr-Phe mutation destabilizes the protein Ϸ0.8 kcal⅐mol
Ϫ1
at position 59, Ϸ1.7 kcal⅐mol
at position 18, and Ϸ2.7 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 at position 27. In the following steps, Lys was kept at position 27 to work in a convenient range of stabilities. The final group of mutants always contained Phe at position 52, because the imposed prerequisite to select contact-free OH groups cannot be satisfied at this site. Mutation of Phe-52 into Tyr provokes a stabilization of 0.4 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 (wtK18YϩF52YϩK59Y versus wtK18YϩK59Y and wtF52Y versus wt, Table 1 and Fig. 2 Middle) that can be explained by changes in the folded state. In the crystal structure of wtF52Y the hydroxyl group of Tyr-52 is involved in water-mediated intramolecular interactions that are obviously absent in wt (see additional Methods and Fig. 5 , which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Tyr͞Phe Exchanges and the Effect on Folding Kinetics. Based on the above results, four potential sites could be used for Tyr͞Phe exchange: 13, 18, 57, and 59. Thus, for the following, we will consider as our reference protein, instead of wt, the mutant yfp (wtK18Y͞K59Y) containing Tyr at these four positions and we will refer to the mutants by the residue type occupying these sites (e.g., yfp ϭ wtK18Y͞K59Y ϭ YYYY). On this reference protein we made a series of individual and multiple Tyr͞Phe mutations. The reduced sequence space between YYYY and FFFF covered here is shown below in a four-letter code, . ␣-Spectrin SH3 domain contains three tyrosines (Y13, Y15, and Y57) and one phenylalanine (F52). Y15 was not considered because its OH group is involved in hydrogen bonding with E22 side chain. Position K27 was discarded because the mutants with three Lys to Tyr͞Phe substitutions were too unstable. F52 was also not mutated in the last set of mutants because OH of Tyr occupying this position was able to participate in a water-mediated salt bridge with R21 and N35 side chains. The final analysis was limited to positions shown in yellow: Y13, K18, Y57, and K59 in wild-type sequence. where the numbers on top indicate the positions in the protein and the last column, the total number of Tyr and Phe residues in each mutant at the four considered locations.
The refolding͞unfolding rate constants versus denaturant concentration of the reference protein YYYY and each of the single Tyr͞Phe mutants at the four sites are shown in Fig. 2 Bottom. The folding rates of the mutants are similarly affected although to a different extent. Both limbs-unfolding and refolding-of the chevron representations are accelerated in the Phe-containing mutants, indicating that the TSE ( ‡) tends to be more affected by the substitution than the folded (F) and unfolded (U) states. Changes in ⌬G F-U are quite small (Table 2 ) and the computed Խ ‡-U
H2O
Խ absolute value would be higher than unity in all cases. The four positions are differently sensitive to the TSE stabilization by Phe versus Tyr, following the order 18 Ͻ 59 Ͻ 57 Ͻ 13 (Fig. 2 Bottom; Table 1 ). Thus, we decided to group mutations Y18ϩY59 and then combine the individual Y13, Y57, and Y18ϩY59 replacements to phenylalanine for a subsequent multiple mutant thermodynamic analysis.
Cooperative and Context Effects in Multiple Tyr͞Phe
Mutations. The effect at any single position can be tested under different contexts by comparing four different pairs of mutants: e.g., Y13F-YYYY͞ FYYY, YFYF͞FFYF, YYFY͞FYFY, and YFFF͞FFFF. Fig. 3 Top shows the comparison of the different chevron plots obtained for two pairs of mutants with Y13F substitutions. For clarity, we only show the first and last pairs or the four couples enumerated above: YYYY versus FYYY, where the rest of the positions are occupied by Tyr, and YFFF versus FFFF, where Phe occupies the other sites. The same is shown in Fig. 3 Middle for the Y57F mutation and in Fig. 3 Bottom for the double mutant Y18FϩY59F. Comparison of the Tyr͞Phe mutants in a different background allows the detection of context effects. In other words, if there are no context effects and mutations are mutually independent, a Tyr͞Phe exchange in one position would provoke identical changes independently of the nature of the residues at the other three sites. Fig. 4 shows ⌬⌬G ‡-U and ⌬⌬G ‡-F calculated according to Eqs. 3 and 4 (see Materials and Methods) for the three groups of mutations studied here: Y13F (x axis), Y57F (y axis), and Y18FϩY59F (z axis). It is observed that effects on unfolding are larger than those observed in refolding for Y13F and Y57F, whereas the opposite is observed for Y18FϩY59F. As a consequence, Y13F and Y57F provoke a destabilization of the protein whereas Y18FϩY59F slightly stabilizes it. The sum of the differential refolding activation energies for individual mutations, ⌺⌬⌬G ‡-U ϭ 0.61 kcal⅐mol
Ϫ1
, is slightly higher than ⌬⌬G ‡-U ϭ 0.49 kcal⅐mol
, obtained for the triple mutant FFFF. On the other hand, the sum of differential unfolding activation energy ⌺⌬⌬G ‡-F ϭ 0.58 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 approaches the value obtained for the triple mutant, 0.56 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 . Although the numbers are small, the effect in refolding appears to level off with increasing numbers of Phe residues.
Context effects can be more properly analyzed by the method previously described by Horovitz and Fersht (27, 28) . When this analysis is applied to the Tyr͞Phe mutants, the energetic differences fall below the reliable level (Table 3 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Second-order effects on refolding activation energies are just above the significance margin, whereas higher-order variations are too low. Thus, an accurate dissection of cooperative effects does not seem pertinent with our data.
Other parameters extracted from the kinetic experiments, m ‡-F and m ‡-U , show some sensitivity to Tyr͞Phe exchanges. Single Tyr͞Phe substitutions provoke a decrease in both m ‡-F and m ‡-U . Changes are more dramatic in refolding; m ‡-U can be diminished by 10% whereas m ‡-F changes less than 3%. Only mutant YYYY, with the highest Tyr content, escapes from this tendency (Fig. 6 , which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).
Discussion
In this work we describe a strategy to elucidate the role of non-native interactions in protein folding. In many cases these interactions could be weak and masked in the classical mutagenesis strategy, when groups that hold extensive contacts with the rest of the protein are eliminated. By deleting polar groups, fully solventexposed and remote from other protein moieties (Tyr to Phe mutations), we minimize the effects in the folded state, except for changes in the first hydration shell.
The Hydrophobic Effect and Protein Stability. The major driving force in protein folding is considered to be the hydrophobic effect that arises because of unfavorable interactions between apolar side chains and water. This favors polypeptide arrangements in which the side chains of hydrophobic amino acids are packed in the interior of the protein (29) (30) (31) . Opposite to this, a hydrophobic side chain, placed at certain solvent-exposed positions in a protein, might be buried more effectively in the ensemble of denatured states than in the native protein. Such behavior, termed reverse hydrophobic effect, would be expected to shift the folding equilibrium toward denaturation (11, (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . Only a very weak effect on protein stability has been observed here for Tyr͞Phe mutations. These changes in stability are nonetheless compatible with the reverse hydrophobic effect, described above. Thus, Tyr-containing proteins are in general slightly more stable than those having Phe at equivalent solvent-exposed positions, with the exception of position 18. Simple mutations have been described that considerably modify the slope m U-F of the denaturant-induced unfolding transition of staphylococcal nuclease (37, 38) and iso-1-cytochrome c (32, 34) . The changes in m U-F have been interpreted as shifts in the relative populations of conformational substates of the denatured state that have different degrees of partial structure. In our case we observe a slight reduction of the m U-F value when the number of Phe residues increases. This result denotes that very minor conformational changes could be taking place in the denatured state ensemble, in agreement with the small changes in ⌬G F-U . These putative small hydrophobic clusters do not concern the TSE, as indicated by the small variation in m ‡-F .
The Hydrophobic Effect and Protein Folding. Little work has been done on the kinetic consequences of polar͞apolar surface mutations. Two recent studies have tried to address this question by mutating solvent-exposed residues to alter their hydrophobic nature (39, 40) . Gu et al. (39) concluded that destabilizing surface hydrophobic substitutions have much larger effects on the rate of unfolding than on the rate of folding, suggesting that non-native hydrophobic interactions do not significantly interfere with the rate of core assembly. On the other hand, Poso et al. (40) found that the rapidly formed intermediate state and, to a greater extent, the TSE are generally stabilized by hydrophobic surface mutations, resulting 
mF-U ϭ RT*(m ‡-F Ϫ m ‡-U).
c The refolding limb is too short to obtain a good estimation of m ‡-U, data is fitted with a fix m ‡-U value, obtained for wt. d The mutant was too unstable to obtain reliable data. The rows are further subdivided attending to the number of Lys residues in each mutant. The errors in free energy are estimated to be Ϯ 0.02 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 . a The double mutant yfp (Y13Y18Y57Y59) containing two aromatic residues more than wt ␣-spectrin SH3 domain (wt_K18Y͞K59Y) is taken as a reference of the final triple mutation set. Tyr͞Phe substitutions are applied on YYYY in positions 13, 18, and 59 (simultaneously) and 57. b These substitutions will be referred to as a, b, and c, respectively, for better clarity. The second column indicates the sequence of the mutant in positions 13, 18, 57, and 59. c Calculated as indicated under Materials and Methods, Eq. 3, d Eq. 4, and e Eq. 5. The error in ⌬⌬G ‡-U and ⌬⌬G ‡-F is Ϯ 0.02 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 .
in a faster acquisition of the folded state. In both reports, however, studied mutations do not only change the hydrophobic nature of the mutated residue, but also delete or introduce new interactions with the rest of the protein, complicating the analysis.
Most mutations in a protein affect non-native and native contacts simultaneously. In our study, by mutating Tyr residues into Phe, we minimize any effect not related to the pure deletion of a polar group in the surface and the consecutive exposure of a hydrophobic group. We observe that, beyond the folding nucleus, Tyr͞Phe mutations either do not affect the energetics of the TSE or produce a relative stabilization with respect to the folded and unfolded states. This effect is more apparent when the number of Phe residues increases. Thus, the TSE of mutant FFFF is relatively stabilized by Ϸ0.5 kcal⅐mol Ϫ1 with respect to that of YYYY. As a result both folding and unfolding rates are significantly accelerated.
The Hydrophobic Effect and Solvation Energy. It is generally accepted that protein solvent interactions play a major role in protein folding and that the hydration structure mediated by means of hydrogen bonds covering the protein surface plays an important role in the conformational stability of proteins (41, 42) . Thus, substituting a polar residue by a hydrophobic one can produce changes in stability and folding rates caused by changes in the first hydration shell of the protein. Observed ⌬⌬G F-U are very small, indicating that this aspect is not playing a major role in native state energetics. However, the solvent contribution still remains a severe problem to disclose and the extent to which the observed kinetic effects are also related to a disruption of the first solvation shell cannot be easily discerned. Structural water molecules hydrogen-bonded to tyrosine hydroxyl groups are found frequently in crystallographic structures of proteins. Buried tyrosine residues, or those establishing hydrogen bonds with other protein groups, are expected to drop water molecules in their way to the native state, thus linking the folding reaction to dramatic changes in hydration structures surrounding the protein. However, transient or permanent interactions of the Tyr hydroxyl group with isolated water molecules should in principle not be very different in the denatured, native, or transition state in our experiment. All of the H͞OH exchanges have been done in free, exposed protein loci; the hydroxyl group and its solvation molecules can be considered as a structural entity. Nevertheless, current data does not allow to clearly discard a major role of cooperative interactions among water molecules, closest to the protein surface, in the TSE that could give rise to a penalty of forming a network of hydrogen bonds in the protein folding saddle point.
Non-Native Interactions and Protein Folding. It has been proposed that, even for apparent two-state folders, misfolding and nonobligatory intermediates are likely to occur and slow down overall folding (43) (44) (45) . Thus, it is usually thought that an essential element for fast folding is elimination of nonobligatory intermediates that can act as traps. The occurrence and destruction of alternative contacts not present in the final folded form may be raising enthalpic barriers. Also, the futile journey of the polypeptide through non-native regions of the landscape could distract protein molecules from entering in the fast track of efficient folding intermediates. If there were a negative selection for non-native interactions, native-like regions of the protein folding landscape would be more populated during folding, keeping the protein in the native-like productive paths. Consequently, folding of a protein is expected to be more efficient if the conformational space accessible to the polypeptide chain during folding is more restricted, provided that native interactions are favored over non-native ones. However, this could be denoting an important misconception. Non-native conformations by definition cannot change the energy of the native state, but could affect denatured and transition state ensembles for two-state folding proteins. Tyr͞Phe exchanges operated in ␣-spectrin SH3 do show that the TSE is more stabilized than F (folded) and U (unfolded) when a free hydroxyl group is eliminated from the protein surface.
Aromatic side chains frequently are found as part of hydrophobic clusters retained in many denatured states of proteins (32, 46, 47) . Here, it is expected that Phe side chains could be involved in the formation of non-native hydrophobic clusters and minicores in which its C atom is buried. Tyr side chain, on the contrary, would not favor the formation of such substructures and would restrict more the conformational space available to the polypeptide to native-like tracks, with exposed C and OH groups. The comparison of the kinetics of mutants bearing Tyr or Phe side chains at a given position could tell us about the potential dispersion of this protein locus from native-like conformations along the folding route. If the protein conformation was restricted to native-like forms in the fully unfolded and saddle point of the TSE, the kinetic consequences of the presence of the hydroxyl group including its solvation shell is supposed to be negligible. Otherwise, if the deletion of a small protein group, which is not reporting any intramolecular interaction, has any consequences in folding kinetics, these should be interpreted in terms of colonization of non-native regions of the folding landscape by the Phe-containing mutants.
Transition states are contemplated as the ensemble of the most stable conformational collection where the minimal quantity of entropy is lost by the formation of a set of clue contacts (folding nucleus, ref. 48 ). The relative scarcity of TSE conformations with respect to unfolded state makes it more sensitive to individual contacts while it still benefits from a relative degeneracy of states. Increasing the conformational variability in the TSE in regions outside the folding nucleus could, in principle, stabilize the ensemble, accelerating folding. Accordingly, the more restricted conformational space available for a Tyr containing mutant, caused by the difficulty in burying the OH and possibly accompanying water molecules, could result in an entropic destabilization of the TSE. Non-native interactions in a protein folding nucleus have been investigated on a lattice model (8) . The authors proposed that non-native nucleus contacts assist folding by providing energetically accessible pathways to the native state. The experimental results obtained here seem to support the above hypothesis.
Similarly, the TSE ensemble containing Ϸ Ͻ50% of native contacts could be stabilized by unspecific (less represented individually) contacts with other hydrophobic residues in unstructured regions outside the nucleus without a significant loss of entropy. m Values could help discriminate between an entropic versus a collapse stabilization. Lower m F-U values of the Phe-containing mutants are caused mainly by a decrease of the refolding m ‡-U figures, whereas m ‡-F remains more invariable. m F-U Values imply a slight change of compactness of the denatured state. On the other hand, m ‡-F values, observed here, do not argue in favor of a notable change in the degree of collapse of the TSE. m ‡-F Values are, however, not completely constant; they could vary by 3% upon a single Tyr͞Phe exchange. Most realistic views probably involve both entropic and enthalpic features. Considering that many discriminating conformations (available to Phe and not to Tyr) are those in which the C is buried and͞or contacting other hydrophobic regions of the protein, it is conceivable that both terms of the free energy are affected. Stabilization of the TSE is common for all of the positions tested, although to a different extent. Loci showing lower kinetic impact seem to be those within less-ordered regions in the native structure; Lys-18 is located in the rather unordered RT loop and Lys-59 is close to the C terminus. This position dependence-the more rigid the region that accepts the mutation, the higher the TSE stabilization-suggests that some restriction is required to induce the effect, which argues more in favor of entropy being quantitatively more important, although still compatible with changes in m ‡-F values.
As our probes are located in regions that seem to be rather unordered before downhill folding, the free energy benefit in the TSE could be revealed more easily. It is expected that residues belonging to the nucleus, supporting a high density of contacts in the TSE, would have far less freedom. The possibility of adopting alternative conformations would decrease the probability of forming the right contacts and the effect could, in fact, be null or even the opposite to the one observed here. It is conceivable that the consequence of this type of mutation will be related to the role that the region where the mutated residue is located plays during the folding reaction.
It has been shown for typical medium-sized globular proteins that there is a significant hydrophobic solvent-ASA (49). Here we illustrate that hydrophobic residues in solvent-exposed positions could not only be tolerated from the stability viewpoint, but also beneficial to gain faster folding rates. 
